ITS Computer Labs

Making software available to students, faculty and staff
What are the ITS computer labs?

ITS manages labs across campus with Windows and Mac computers that are loaded with the latest software.

The InfoCommons and Digital Media Commons (DMC) in Snell Library are the primary labs.

In 2013, ITS upgraded the labs and partnered to create the unified Help & Information Desk on the first floor, part of the library renovation aimed at providing the best environment possible for Northeastern students, faculty and staff.
What is in the InfoCommons?

The main InfoCommons lab is on the first floor of Snell Library. InfoCommons 2 is on the second floor. They contain:

• More than 210 workstations (Windows and Mac) with the latest software
• Both black & white and color printing stations offering letter (8.5 x 11”) and tabloid (11 x 17”) options

Learn what computers are available in the two labs at: labstats.nunet.neu.edu/LabStats/
What is in the Digital Media Commons?

The Digital Media Commons (DMC) lab is on the second floor of Snell Library. It provides:

• Windows and Mac workstations with the latest software, including specialized applications for animation, CAD, GIS and more

• Northeastern’s 3D printing studio

Learn more about the DMC at: dmc.northeastern.edu/
What software can I find in these labs?

The software available in the lab images ranges from the basics to the extreme. Applications include Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Cloud, ChemBioDraw, Avid, Mathematica, SAS and Microsoft Project.

You can see exactly what software is available where at:

www.northeastern.edu/its/general-access/